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About Us



• Founded in 1979 as the peak advocacy 
organisation for Australia’s farm 
sector.

• Recognised as one of the most trusted 
advocacy organisations in Australia.

• Headquartered in Canberra with 33 
staff.

• The NFF has been at the centre of 
many nation-shaping debates including 
those relating to industrial relations, 
the environment, tax, and trade 

About the National Farmers’ Federation



Our Members



The 2030 Roadmap



• Puts a plan behind our vision to grow 
the farm sector to $100 billion by 2030

• Product of detailed national 
consultation over 2017 – 2018. 

• Has bipartisan support of both major 
parties Federally

• Now forms the basis of the Federal 
Government’s Ag2030 Agenda.

• NFF provides annual report card on 
industry’s progress

Our 2030 Roadmap



Our Roadmap aspirations

Customers and the 
Value Chain

• Agriculture is ranked 
Australia's most trusted 
industry.

• Australia's freight cost per 
tonne-kilometre is 
competitive with major 
agricultural exporting 
nations.

• An average tariff faced by 
agricultural exports of 5%.

• A 50% reduction in 
agriculture exports 
experiencing non-tariff 
barriers each year.

Unlocking Innovation

• Australia becomes a Top 
20 nation for innovation 
efficiency.

• Every Australian farm has 
access to infrastructure 
and skills to connect to 
the Internet of Things.

• Australia's farm energy 
sources are 50% 
renewable by 2030.

Growing 
Sustainably

• The net benefit for 
ecosystem services is 
equal to 5% of farm 
revenue.

• Australian agriculture is 
trending towards carbon 
neutrality by 2030.

• A 20% increase in water 
use efficiency for irrigated 
agriculture by 2030.

• Maintain Australia's total 
farmed area at 2018 levels.

• Halve food waste by 2030.

People and 
Communities

• Double the number of 
tertiary and vocational 
agriculture graduates.

• Increase the available 
work force by 25%.

• Achieve gender parity in 
the agricultural workforce, 
and double the number of 
women in management 
roles.

• Zero farm fatalities.

• Close the farmer 
wellbeing gap.

Capital and Risk 
Management

• Year on year increase in 
equity investment in 
Australian farm 
businesses.

• 90% of Australia’s 
farmers employing 
multiple financial tools 
to manage risk.

• 90% of family farms gave 
documented business 
plans, including succession 
plans.



How’re we tracking?
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Tailwinds to $100bn
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Headwinds to $100bn
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Agriculture and the 
47th Parliament



Albanese Government Agenda

• Climate Change (increased ambition, Powering Australia)

• Domestic manufacturing ($15bn National Reconstruction Fund)

• Integrity (‘Federal ICAC’)

• Repairing international relationships

• Jobs & skills

• Cost of living

• The Care Economy (health, aged care, education)

• Indigenous Voice to Parliament



NFF priorities

Opportunities we’re pursuing:

• Pathways for international workers

• Support for agriculture’s climate ambitions

• Input costs and supply chain resilience

• Sustainable funding for biosecurity

• A better processes for ‘regionalisation'

• Competition reform to level the playing field

Risks we’re managing:

• Water buybacks under the MDB Plan

• Phase out of live sheep exports

• Changes to Fuel Tax Credits

• Short term funding for biosecurity



Sustainability and data  
• The Australian Agricultural Sustainability Framework (AASF)

• The Framework has three overarching themes which align with ESG

• AASF aims to communicate for the whole ag our sustainability status and goals to 
markets, companies, finance and communities

• Sustainability is increasing as a market-access issue for trading partners

• Companies must report against ESG and international initiatives like the Taskforce for 
Climate-Related Financial Disclosures and for Nature-Related Financial Disclosures

• Sustainability reporting obligations are being passed through the supply chain to 
farmers

• Access to data is a key issue. AASF is trying to improve this at a national level to 
mitigate reporting burdens on industry and farmers

• Test and further develop AASF during 2022/23



Farm Data collection…and use…

• Farm Data Code v1 was published Feb 2020

• Currently reviewing the Code through a Farm Data Working Group

• The working draft v1.5 is available for feedback, 

• Certification program has been designed and we are ready to pilot it with a 
few organisations in July-Sept

• Feedback from the pilot will be used to finalise v2 of the Code which will 
then be formally published before end of 2022

• After the certification pilot, certification program will be opened up to more 
organisations via soft launch (before end of 2022)



Right to repair

• NFF supports a right to repair for farm equipment. This was reflected in 
election commitments by both the Government and The Greens.

• We agree with many TMA members that a right to repair does not include the 
right to modify.

• Access to data and proprietary tools should only be for repair purposes not 
modification.

• We understand that some manufacturers are supportive of a right to repair, 
and the NFF does not think legislation is the only way to achieve this right, 
and would welcome work on a voluntary code that deals with some of the 
complexities and risks of repair.

• Many manufacturers are already doing the right thing, it is about bringing the 
industry up to the industry good practice.



Biosecurity…FMD (and LSD)
• Biosecurity underpins Aust Ag and we are under siege 
• FMD, LSD, Veroa mite, Khapra beetle, leaf miner…etc... We’ve not seen anything like 

this before. 

• Funding and system isn’t adequate 

What are we doing?...  
• Working closely with govt – this has to be a partnership 
• Raising awareness with the broader community – media/comms 
• Communicating and coordinating withing industry to have a 

coordinated approach, response and activity if and when required  
• Maintaining a dialogue with Indonesia and Aust govt to monitor 

developments and do what we can to manage it offshore 



What do we need to help manage it 

• Screening: each person questioned and or baggage searched on return.

• Staffing: An increase in frontline biosecurity officers at return airports.

• Physical intervention: Ongoing reviews into additional intervention 
methods such as footbaths/footpads.

• More communication and awareness within the community.

• Funding: we must have a long-term, sustainable biosecurity funding 
measure.



Questions?



Regionalisation

• COVID-19 has shifted attitudes towards 
regionalisation

• It also exposed vulnerabilities in our global 
supply chains

• NFF is working with a broad range of 
stakeholders to argue for greater investment 
in our regions – including in our local 
manufacturing capacity

• NFF launched a paper at the Press Club on 
23 February.



Top 3 Regionalisation Priorities

•A review of infrastructure cost-benefit analysis discount rates should be undertaken, as this has acted 

as a barrier to prioritising regional infrastructure projects with long-term benefits.

•Short-term incentives be provided to encourage private investment, particularly in food and fibre

processing and manufacturing

1 – Changing the Discount Rate for Infrastructure 

•National Cabinet should be responsible for delivering and reporting on regional development outcome 

metrics

2 – Regionalisation Cabinet Metrics 

• National cabinet should identify and establish of 20 place-based regional development precincts  

3 – 20 Regional Development Precincts Country-Wide



Next step – Investment in ‘regional development precincts’

• Seek NEW funding for regional development 
precincts.

• There will be winners, but NO LOSERS.

• A sensible and defensible criteria for selection 
of precincts

• Short-list of precinct candidates


